Microtubules: Fungal Feeding Frenzy
FRAMING ANALOGY: INVITATION TO THE FEAST
Mayor Larry Hooper threw the morning paper off his desk in frustration. It
landed in a heap on the floor, the headline still staring up at him: ‘Fifth Shark Attack Victim in Brighton Bay; Officials Offer No Explanations.’ At least this one had
survived, he thought, albeit with one fewer limb than he had started out with.
Hooper turned his chair around. How many campaign promises had he made
to grow the local economy? His efforts had led to a bustling boardwalk area by the
beach, the piers now full of new restaurants and bars. But this bad publicity around
the shark attacks was threatening to drive away all those necessary tourist dollars.
The ocean had always contained sharks. Why did the sharks have to choose now to
start eating his constituents?
“Beth, I’m going over to Doug’s Fish Fry for lunch. If the press calls, feed
them the same lines about ongoing investigations, using all our resources, blah
blah blah.”
“Will do, Mr. Hooper,” Beth replied. “Enjoy your lunch.”
Hooper chose his usual seat under a shaded trellis looking out onto the pier
and the ocean beyond. He picked at his fried haddock, his mind still on the recent
attacks. Some of the incidents had just been bites; gruesome and bloody, yes, but
not too serious. Worse were the two deaths. A surfer had been bitten nearly in half,
and they had to bury the torso of a local swimmer. His lower half was never found.
Hooper shuddered just thinking about it.
It was a beautiful day,
and the pier was lively. As
Hooper scanned the activity, he noticed a family
scraping their leftovers into
the water before bussing
their dishes back to the inside of the restaurant. He
turned and saw a group of
teenagers sitting at the end
of the pier. A boy was playfully throwing French fries
at one of the girls. Food
scraps had accumulated in
the water below. In the melee, a bowl of clam chowder
was upended and joined the
floating feast.
Hooper’s brow started to furrow. His mouth opened slightly. That’s when he
heard the scream.
Just meters away from the group of teenagers, two men were pulling another
man out of the water. His left calf was shredded. It looked like sloppy joe meat,
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Hooper thought. A red cloud formed in the water below him. Hooper took out his
phone.
“Beth, I figured it out. You need to get everyone in my office. Now. We can
stop this.”
“Slow down, Mr. Hoop-”
“It’s the food in the water! Yeah, there have always been sharks in the water,
but it’s only since all the restaurants on the piers opened up that we started inviting them to dinner. Everyone’s down here throwing their leftovers in the water,
Beth. It’s a buffet. We’ve actually been attracting hungry sharks to the Bay. It’s no
wonder some folks ended up on the menu, too.
“Write this down, Beth, because I’ve got the answer to our shark attack problem. First, we need to take care of the sharks that are already here. We’ve unwittingly trained them to come right up to the piers for food, and those sharks have
got to go. Kill them, relocate them, whatever. Just get rid of the sharks that think
my Bay is their own personal buffet.
“The second thing we have to do is stop feeding them! No more food waste
in the ocean. Zero tolerance. I have the feeling that if we enact these two policies
together, we might be able to save tourist season, maybe even save some lives.”
Hooper looked on as EMTs approached the man with the mangled calf. He
thought he made out a fin in the distant water, but it could have just been a cresting wave. He squinted his eyes at the ocean, and the predators who made it their
home: “There’s no such thing as a free lunch, you overgrown fishes. This restaurant
is closed.”

Scientific Connection
The primary problem in Brighton Bay is that people are being eaten
by sharks. The reason that the sharks are present and causing trouble is
that an environment has been created that has allowed them to propagate. People have been throwing food into the water, which has attracted a significant number of sharks into the area. The solution to the
problem is fairly simple: the environment that attracts the sharks has to
be eliminated and the sharks themselves need to be destroyed. If people
stop throwing food into the water no new sharks will be attracted and
if the present sharks are hunted then the waters will once again be safe.
This situation is heavily analogous to the development of the fungal
infection known as ringworm. Curing ringworm is a lot like curing the
shark problem in Brighton Bay. It is essential to eliminate both the environment which favors fungal cell growth and any existing fungal cells
that have taken residence. Elimination of the environment requires
cleanliness but elimination of the fungal occupation involves a strategy
targeted against the microtubules.
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STORY 1: RINGWORM PINS WRESTLER
Aaron Gunderson is a 16 year-old wrestler on a winning streak. Unfortunately, Aaron is superstitious and believes that it’s his singlet that’s bringing him luck —
so he hasn’t changed it or washed it in four weeks! Aaron notices an itchy red rash
developing on his chest, in his groin area and around his thighs. He would rather
be itchy and revolting than lose a match. His doctor suspects ringworm, which is
not a worm at all but a fungus, and she prescribes the antifungal drug griseofulvin.
She also strongly recommends that Aaron wash his singlet and himself after every
practice and match to prevent the fungus from growing out of control again. The
drug, along with more sanitary clothing habits, gets rid of Aaron’s ringworm. He
feels so much more comfortable that his wrestling actually improves, and his winning streak continues. His multiple victories combined with his improved odor
and lack of hideous skin lesions even lands him a date to the prom.

Scientific Connection
The fungal cells that cause ringworm live on the top layer of skin
and consume constantly discarded skin cells. They like to live in warm,
moist, dark areas, such as in between skin folds. Much like the inhabitants of Brighton Bay inadvertently created an appealing environment for
sharks by discarding their food in the water, Aaron created a favorable
environment for ringworm by continuing to wear the same tight, dirty
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singlet. The environment was very moist and skin cells that would normally flake off and get blown away were being stored in his singlet,
which effectively became a fungal buffet. The fungi that cause ringworm
are everywhere, but if you provide an environment that is full of things
they enjoy eating (like delicious discarded skin cells) they will thrive
and result in the symptoms of ringworm. Aaron’s doctor suggested a
two-pronged approach to treating his ringworm. First, Aaron needed to
start keeping his singlet and his body clean to prevent the fungus from
taking hold on his skin. Cleanliness would prevent the skin cells from
accumulating and deny the fungal cells their free meal. Second, he was
given the drug griseofulvin, which inhibits fungus growth by disrupting
the formation and functioning of the fungus’ microtubules.
Microtubules serve several functions in the cell, including maintaining cellular structure, acting as a conveyor belt for intracellular
transport, and forming the spindle during mitosis. This last function is
essential for cell division and it is griseofulvin’s target. The fungal cells
divide rapidly when they are in a favorable environment like a disgusting skin-cell-filled wrestling singlet. The division of the fungal cells allows them to overwhelm the body’s natural defenses by generating more
of themselves than the body can attack, resulting in the itchy inflamed
rash of ringworm. Griseofulvin disrupts microtubules and prevents them
from working. This results in an inhibition of mitosis, thereby preventing the fungus from reproducing and spreading. If the fungal cells can’t
divide, they can’t overcome the body’s natural clearing mechanisms and
they are effectively eliminated. Cleanliness and proper hygiene eliminate the nutrition source by washing dead skin cells off while griseofulvin helps contain and kill the fungal cells that have taken up residence.

Take Home Message
Microtubules are essential for the process of mitosis. Drugs that disrupt microtubule function work
by halting cell division in its tracks and are useful
for eliminating fungal infections.
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